Objective: Schizophrenia is generally considered to be a neurodevelopmental disorder reflected in findings of neuropsychological impairments and neurological abnormality in patients and their relatives. The authors investigated whether neuropsychological impairments are related to neurological abnormality and whether such deficits also characterize risk for affective psychosis.
Results:
Offspring with genetically heightened risk for schizophrenia showed significantly impaired verbal memory, selective attention, and grammatical reasoning, compared with normal-risk offspring. Having impaired verbal memory, attention, and grammatical reasoning functions identified a significantly larger subgroup (16%) among offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia than among offspring with heightened risk for affective psychosis (0%) and among normal-risk offspring (3%). Multiple neuropsychological functions were significantly related to neurological abnormality in offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia and in normal-risk offspring but not among offspring with heightened risk for affective psychosis. The extension of schizophrenia and affective psychosis risk groups to include additional offspring of mothers with psychosis-spectrum disorders yielded results similar to those for the core risk groups.
Conclusions:
The neurocognitive dysfunction attending heightened risk for schizophrenia is likely based on genetically mediated neurodevelopmental factors, with schizophrenia and affective psychosis belonging to different biological spheres.
(Am J Psychiatry 2005; 162:758-766)
Schi zophrenia is generally considered to be a disorder with neurodevelopmental roots reflected in findings of brain abnormalities, neurological abnormality, and neuropsychological impairments in both patients and their relatives (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Patients with schizophrenia have a broad range of neuropsychological impairments in abstraction, executive functions, working and long-term memory, sustained and selective attention, and motor and perceptualmotor functions (e.g., references [6] [7] [8] . Children and other relatives of patients with schizophrenia show an almost identical but less severe pattern of neuropsychological impairments (e.g., references [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Especially, deviations in verbal memory and attention are associated with genetic risk for later development of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (14) (15) (16) . It is unclear whether these neuropsychological impairments are concentrated in a subgroup similar to the neurologically "high-scoring" subgroup (25%-50%) found among high-risk offspring of parents with schizophrenia (12, (17) (18) (19) . Some family, twin, and linkage studies suggest that schizophrenia and affective psychosis are at least to some degree genetically linked (20) (21) (22) , and the relatives of patients with schizophrenia and affective psychosis have increased risk for both affective disorder and schizophrenia (23, 24) . Neurological abnormalities and neuropsychological impairments are qualitatively similar in the two patient groups but quantitatively more severe in schizophrenia patients, and the offspring of schizophrenia patients have more neurological abnormalities than the offspring of mothers with affective psychosis (7, 8, 17, 25, 26) . The neurodevelopmental hypothesis is not usually applied to the development of affective psychosis, and further study should be done to determine whether neuropsychological impairments are less strongly associated with risk for affective psychosis than with risk for schizophrenia, show a different pattern, characterize an especially poor-scoring subgroup, and are related to neurological abnormalities in a specific group of offspring at genetic risk for psychosis.
In this study we investigated 1) whether neuropsychological performance differs across groups of young adult offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia or affective psychosis, relative to comparison offspring at normal risk, 2) whether verbal memory and attention are particularly impaired in offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia, 3) whether impairment in verbal memory and attention is especially prominent in a subgroup of offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia, 4) whether the pattern of neuropsychological impairments is the same for "core" versus extended "spectrum" groups of offspring with heightened risk for schizophrenia or affective psychosis, and 5) whether neuropsychological impairments correlate positively with neurological abnormalities in the different risk and comparison groups.
Method

Subjects
The subjects came from the adult follow-up of the prospective Swedish High-Risk Project; follow-up for this study occurred when the subjects were a mean age of 22.3 years (27) . Heightened offspring risk for psychopathology was defined on the basis of a history of psychosis in the (index) mother, diagnosed by senior project diagnosticians (L. Kaij, M.D.; A. Malmquist-Larsson, M.D.) per all known psychiatric records for the woman and, where relevant, her biological relatives at entrance to the project. Normal offspring risk was defined on the basis of an absence of a psychosis history in both the (comparison) mother and biological father, determined through medical records.
Both the index and the comparison mothers were selected from among pregnant women registered at local prenatal clinics in a large geographical area in southwest Sweden during [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] . Comparison mothers were chosen to have the same prenatal clinic, age, parity, social class, and formal marital status in pregnancy as the index mothers at sample selection.
Beginning in 1996, the 178 offspring (80 high-risk, 98 normalrisk) potentially participating in the project were traced through the Swedish population registers and invited to participate in the young adult follow-up. The young adults were contacted over a 4-year period, in order to standardize age at the follow-up examination. In total, 166 (93.3%) of the 178 offspring were followed up (27) . Of these, 162 subjects (i.e., 74 high-risk offspring and 88 normal-risk offspring) had data on both neuropsychological function and neurological abnormalities. Four other subjects included in the general follow-up could not be assessed for neuropsychological and neurological abnormalities because of poor current mental health (one high-risk subject and one normal-risk subject), a problematic examination situation (one normal-risk subject), or recent death (one normal-risk subject).
The total high-risk group with neuropsychological and neurological abnormality data consisted of 28 offspring of mothers with schizophrenia (schizophrenia core group), 22 offspring of mothers with affective psychosis (affective core group, with 16 offspring of mothers with bipolar disorder and six offspring of mothers with unipolar depression), 15 offspring of mothers with schizoaffective psychosis, and nine offspring of mothers with unspecified functional psychosis, all defined by Research Diagnostic Criteria (28) .
Because of the small subgroup sizes, the 24 offspring in the schizoaffective and unspecified psychosis risk groups were individually reassigned to "mainly schizophrenic" (N=10) or "mainly affective" (N=14) maternal disorder groups, based on mother's psychiatric history (17, 27) . This reclassification was used to establish extended groups of 38 offspring of mothers with schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis and 36 offspring of mothers with affective-spectrum psychosis. The extension of the core schizophrenia and affective risk groups to include additional subjects with maternal psychosis-spectrum disorders had previously shown little effect on the rate and pattern of mental disturbance or neurological abnormality in the respective risk groups in our study (17, 28) , indicating that the factors influencing mental health and neurological abnormality are equally present in the additional psychosis- 
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http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org spectrum subjects as in the "core" risk groups. The schizophrenia and affective spectra were selected as the primary diagnostic groupings for the present data analyses (with the core schizophrenia and affective diagnostic groups studied secondarily). The reason for this choice was that the spectrum approach increased group size and statistical power and tended to generally promote similarity in offspring background characteristics across the risk and comparison groups (Table 1) . After complete description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained.
Neuropsychological Investigation
The subjects were followed up during a full day of assessment at their local general practitioners' offices, which provided a standardized and neutral environment in each subject's own geographical area. The standardized procedure during the morning session included the neuropsychological testing and the neurological examination.
The selection of the neuropsychological tests and their particular scores for these analyses was based on 1) the goal of exploring a wide range of neuropsychological and cognitive functions (rather than representing a complete neuropsychological investigation), 2) previous evidence of impaired performance among schizophrenia patients and their relatives (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , and 3) avoidance of redundant scores (i.e., different scores showing a Spearman correlation (r s ) >0.50 in the total current study group) for the same neuropsychological test (such redundancy concerned different scores for the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, for the selective attention test, and for the grammatical reasoning test).
The following tests/scores were selected for use in the current analyses: 1) the word-pair test (number of word pairs that the subject could recall immediately and after a 1-hour delay) (29); 2) Trail Making Test A and B (number of seconds to completion) (30); 3) digit span test (number of correctly reproduced digits) both forward and backward (31); 4) verbal fluency test (number of words reported) (32); 5) Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (percent errors and percent preservative responses) (33); 6) block design test (points for correct design and speed to completion) (31); 7) finger-tapping test, alternating right/left hand, implemented on a microcomputer (number of taps per second) (34); 8) reaction time test (simple visual reaction time, mean reaction time in milliseconds) (34); 9) selective attention test (correct hit or rejection of the letter K among other letters (34) , scored as compound hits, correct hits, and errors); and 10) grammatical reasoning test (34) 
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http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org assessing the speed and accuracy of evaluating logical statements (scored as level of logical difficulty, correct hits, correct rejections of the statements, and errors).
One physician (E.W.S.), who was trained by an experienced psychologist, examined all subjects on both the neuropsychological and the neurological examinations. During data collection and analysis, the examiner was blind to the subject's high-risk versus normal-risk status and all previous project data. A high degree of motivation was observed in all subject groups during testing (Table 1) .
Neurological Examination
The neurological examination was based on a comprehensive, standardized assessment scale (5, 17) , previously used by us to study adult schizophrenia patients and their siblings (5). The neurological abnormality scale comprises investigation of motor coordination, muscle power, muscle tone, sensory functions, reflexes, and cognitive functions. The total neurological abnormality score was the sum of the scores on 44 items (potentially ranging from 0 to 124).
The interrater reliability for this neurological assessment was determined by testing agreement on the total scores with an experienced physician (5, 17) (B. Ismail, M.D.) for 20 subjects (10 patients with psychosis and 10 hospital personnel). The interrater coefficient (intraclass correlation) was 0.97 (F=65.44, df=9, 10, p<0.001).
Statistical Methods
Because of the score distributions, nonparametric tests were used for primary comparison of the groups and investigation of correlation between neuropsychological impairments and neurological abnormalities. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis, affective-spectrum psychosis, and normal-risk offspring groups on quantitative scores for the neuropsychological tests (Table 2) . When Kruskal-Wallis analysis showed a significant or nearly significant across-group difference, secondary comparisons of pairs among these three groups were done by using Mann-Whitney tests.
Based on our previous research (17, 27) , a score beyond the 90th percentile in the "poor-scoring" direction on the neuropsychological tests for the normal-risk subjects was operationally defined as "poor scoring" for all subjects and was used for classification of performance with respect to confounders and subgroups.
Five neuropsychological test scores (Table 3) were selected for investigating the effect of possible confounders on the significant across-group differences. The five neuropsychological tests that were chosen showed not only a significant across-group difference on the Kruskal-Wallis test but also the possibility of estimating an appropriate 90th percentile cutoff level. (The latter criterion was not fulfilled for the grammatical reasoning test's level of logical difficulty score because of the score distribution.)
Three subject characteristics (gender, parental socioeconomic status, and current axis I disorder) were identified as potential confounders on the basis of the across-group differences in offspring characteristics shown in Table 1 . The method suggested by Greenland (35) was used to define confounders for multivariate logistic regression analysis. Starting with the univariate model, variables were entered into bivariate and multivariate models if they changed the effect estimate by 10% or more (which was found for gender) and were excluded from the model if the effect estimates changed less than 5% (which was found for parental socioeconomic status and current axis I disorder). Logistic regression analysis adjusted for gender, with odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs), was thereafter used for analysis of the rate with which high-risk subjects scored above the 90th percentile cutoff level for the five selected neuropsychological test scores.
Based on previous findings and the current results, the same tests of verbal memory, attention, and grammatical reasoning functions (Table 3) were used further to investigate the relative size of a "poor-scoring" subgroup among high-risk (compared with normal-risk) subjects. The relative frequency of subjects showing "poor-scoring" on one, two, or all three of these functions was compared across the study groups by using Fisher's exact test, with odds ratios and 95% CIs.
Spearman's rank-order correlations were used to examine the relation between neuropsychological and neurological abnormalities within the schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis, affective-spectrum psychosis, and normal-risk offspring groups, separately.
Statistical significance was defined as p≤0.05, two-tailed, with 0.10≥p>0.05 denoting results that approached significance.
The neuropsychological performance for the core schizophrenia-risk and affective-risk groups was evaluated visually rather than submitted to formal statistical analysis.
Results
Neuropsychological Performance
Significant differences or results approaching significance were found across schizophrenia-spectrum psycho- sis, affective-spectrum psychosis, and normal-risk offspring groups for the word-pair test-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall, grammatical reasoning testlevel of logical difficulty, correct hits, and correct rejections, and selective attention test-compound hits and correct hits ( Table 2 and Table 3 ). Secondary comparisons among these groups showed that the schizophrenia-spectrum offspring performed significantly more poorly than normal-risk offspring on the word-pair test-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall, grammatical reasoning test-level of logical difficulty and correct rejections, and selective attention test-compound hits and correct hits. The results for the grammatical reasoning test-correct hits approached significance. Affective-spectrum offspring performed significantly more poorly than normalrisk offspring on the grammatical reasoning test-level of logical difficulty, correct hits, and correct rejections. Comparison of the two risk groups indicated that schizophrenia-spectrum offspring had poorer performance than affective-spectrum offspring on the word-pair test-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall, but the difference only approached significance.
The patterns of neuropsychological function in the core schizophrenia offspring and affective psychosis offspring groups were very similar to those for the extended schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis and affective-spectrum psychosis groups.
The group differences remained after adjustment for gender. Significantly more schizophrenia-spectrum offspring than normal-risk offspring scored above the normal-risk 90th percentile cutoff level for word-pair-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall, grammatical reasoning test-correct rejections, and selective attention test-compound hits (Table 3) . With adjustment for gender, significantly more affective-spectrum than normalrisk offspring scored above the 90th percentile cutoff for grammatical reasoning test correct rejections and for selective attention test compound hits.
Neuropsychological Poor-Scoring Subgroup
A neuropsychological poor-scoring subgroup was operationally defined by the proportion of individuals within each study group who scored above the 90th percentile cutoff on the verbal memory (word-pair test), attention (selective attention test), and grammatical reasoning scores shown in Table 3 . Summarizing across these neuropsychological functions, significantly more schizophrenia-spectrum offspring (than normal-risk offspring) scored above this cutoff on one or more of these neuropsychological functions (Step A), on two or more of the functions (Step B), and on all three functions (Step C) ( Table 4) .
In contrast, significantly more affective-spectrum offspring (than normal-risk offspring) scored above the 90th percentile cutoff only on one or more of these functions (Step A) but not on two or more or on all three functions (Steps B and C).
Directly comparing the two risk groups, schizophreniaspectrum offspring more frequently scored above the 90th percentile than affective-spectrum offspring on all three functions (Step C) (p<0.03, Fisher's exact test; odds ratio= 14.6, 95% CI=0.79-269.5) but not on two or more functions (Step B) (p=0.25, Fisher's exact test; odds ratio=2.21, 95% CI=0.67-7.27) or one or more functions (Step A) (p=1.00, Fisher's exact test; odds ratio=1.00, 95% CI=0.40-2.49).
Furthermore, the schizophrenia-spectrum offspring showed increasing differences (odds ratios) from normalrisk offspring when progressing from Step A to Step C. In contrast, affective-spectrum offspring did not differ from normal-risk offspring at Step B and Step C, and the odds ratios for those comparisons decreased moving from Step A to Step C.
Neuropsychological Function and Neurological Abnormality
In the schizophrenia-spectrum group, the total neurological abnormality score at a mean age of 22.3 years was significantly correlated with scores for word-pair testimmediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall, grammatical reasoning test-correct rejections, verbal fluency, digit span-forward and backward, block design test, and finger-tapping test (Table 5 ). In the normal-risk group, the total neurological abnormality score was significantly correlated with scores for the word-pair test-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall; Wisconsin Card Sorting Testpercent errors and percent perseverative responses; grammatical reasoning test-level of logical difficulty, correct hits, and correct rejections; verbal fluency; digit spanforward and backward; selective attention test-compound hits; block design test; finger-tapping test; andreaction time. All significant correlations represented a positive relationship between neuropsychological impairments and neurological abnormalities.
In contrast, no significant correlation was found between the total neurological abnormality score and any neuropsychological test results in the affective-spectrum group. However, correlations approaching significance were found between the total neurological abnormality score and scores for 1) the word-pair test-immediate recall and 1-hour delayed recall and 2) Trail Making Test A.
Discussion
In this prospective, longitudinal study, young adult offspring with genetically heightened risk for schizophrenia showed significantly impaired verbal memory, selective attention, and grammatical reasoning, compared with normal-risk offspring. Having impairment on all three functions identified a significantly larger subgroup among offspring of mothers with schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis (16%) than among offspring of mothers with affective-spectrum psychosis (0%) and normal-risk offspring of mothers with no history of psychosis (3%). Several neuropsychological test scores were significantly related to neurological abnormalities at the same age in schizophrenia-spectrum offspring and in normal-risk offspring, but not among affective-spectrum offspring. In total, these findings suggest that the neurodysfunctional correlates of risk for developing schizophrenia differ from those for developing affective psychosis.
We confirmed previous findings of verbal memory impairments in patients with schizophrenia, their children, and other relatives (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 16) , and also showed that verbal memory tends to discriminate offspring of mothers with schizophrenia-spectrum psychosis from offspring of mothers with affective-spectrum psychosis. In addition, verbal memory was significantly correlated with neurological abnormalities among schizophrenia-spectrum offspring. These findings are in line with the previous suggestion that verbal memory dysfunction may be a specific trait marker for liability for schizophrenia (14) (15) (16) .
The grammatical reasoning test was the only neuropsychological test on which both high-risk groups scored significantly more poorly than normal-risk offspring. The grammatical reasoning test is an especially demanding and complex cognitive test that assesses sensorimotor function, visual scanning and perception, and semantic and logical processing. Both high-risk groups had fewer correct hits and achieved a lower level of difficulty, but did not have more errors, than normal-risk offspring. These findings suggest that high-risk offspring process the infor- A poor score was operationally defined as a score beyond the 90th percentile (in the "poor-scoring" direction) in the normal-risk group. The selected neuropsychological tests were the word-pair, grammatical reasoning, and selective attention tests (see Table 3 ). mation in a logically correct manner but at a slower rate than normal-risk offspring. As this test involves integration of multiple neuropsychological functions as well as brain regions, the slower processing may indicate difficulty in integration of these functions or regions (2) . Similarly, the schizophrenia-spectrum offspring did not make more errors but achieved fewer correct hits on the selective attention test, compared with the normal-risk offspring. This result may again indicate slower information processing rather than a specific attentional dysfunction.
The identification of a substantial subgroup (16%-50%, depending on the criterion used) ( Table 4) of individuals with impairments in verbal memory, attention, and/or grammatical reasoning among the schizophrenia-spectrum offspring corresponds to the occurrence of a neurologically "high-scoring" subgroup (25%-50%) of schizophrenia offspring observed in our own and other studies of high-risk offspring in infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (12, (17) (18) (19) . These repeated findings support the hypothesis of a genetically mediated disturbance in the neurodevelopmental maturation in a subgroup of individuals at presumed risk for schizophrenia.
Multiple neuropsychological test scores were significantly related to neurological abnormalities at the same age among schizophrenia-spectrum offspring and among normal-risk offspring, while no significant relation was seen among affective-spectrum offspring. The absence of such a relation among these latter offspring cannot be explained by lack of neurological abnormalities, as normalrisk offspring and affective-spectrum offspring had a similar mean level of neurological abnormalities (17) . In total, these findings suggest that the neurocognitive dysfunction attending increased risk for schizophrenia is based on neurological/biological/cerebral factors (rather than, for example, deviations in motivation or personality), that schizophrenia is likely a genetically mediated neurodevelopmental disorder, and that schizophrenia and affective psychosis belong to different biological spheres.
The extension of core schizophrenia and affective psychosis risk groups to include offspring of mothers with additional psychosis-spectrum disorders had little effect on the rate and pattern of neuropsychological function in the respective risk groups. This result is in line with previous findings (17, 27) and seems to indicate that the factors influencing neuropsychological function are equally present in the psychosis-spectrum offspring and in the core group offspring. The strengths of the study were the prospective design, the high rate of follow-up of adult offspring, the existence of different high-risk groups, the narrow age range at examination, the control of possible confounders, the use of an extensive standardized examination routine conducted by one investigator uninformed with regard to the subject's study group, and access to other project data.
The limitations of this study include the small numbers of subjects in specific high-risk groups (yielding low statistical power and limiting the possibility for evaluating negative findings), the lack of screening of comparison subjects' parents for any indicators of cognitive performance, and the lack of independent assessment of the neurological and neuropsychological judgments by different examiners.
In summary, 1) impairments in verbal memory, selective attention, and complex executive function; 2) a substantial poor-scoring subgroup; and 3) significant correlations between neuropsychological functions and neurological abnormalities were found among offspring with increased genetic risk for developing schizophrenia but not among offspring at risk for affective psychosis. This finding supports the position that schizophrenia is a genetically mediated neurodevelopmental disorder whose etiology at least partly differs from that of affective psychosis.
